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ABSTRACT

The current study aimed to explore the impact of spiritual intelligence in the task performance and OCB, through the mediating mechanism of self efficacy and the moderating impact of collectivist culture on the said relationship. Three separate linear regression models were developed to investigate the hypotheses. The data were collected using survey method from 313 doctors, employed in both public and private sector hospitals. The findings of the study suggested that spiritual intelligence leads to the increased task performance and enhanced OCB among doctors, whereas, self efficacy partially mediates the relationship. Moreover, collectivism positively moderates the relationship of spiritual intelligence with performance and OCB. The study concludes by discussing limitations and providing future research directions.

INTRODUCTION

Spiritual intelligence influence employee performance and benefits organization and the society (Gani, Hashim & Ismail 2010; Rani, Abidin & Hamid 2013; Soebayko 2012 & Hashim 2011); it governs and guides individuals’ actions in all possible ways (Robertson, 2007). The concept of spiritual intelligence has been studied before by researchers under the title of workplace spirituality (Malik, Naeem & Ali 2011), spirituality at work (Hashim, 2012), spiritual intelligence (Othman et al. 2012; Rani, Abidin & Hamid 2013) and spirituality (Robertson, 2007; Gani et al. 2010) with different facets. The growing interest of researchers in religiosity could be possible product of environmental changes as well as change in values on a global scale (Geh, 2009). According to Chin, Anantharaman and Tong (2011) spiritual intelligence is the set of abilities that individuals apply to enhance their daily functioning and well-being and it also increases their capacity to understand others at a higher level.

Self efficacy would be a possible outcome of spiritual intelligence. According to Adeyemo, Adeleye (2013), self-efficacy is one’s belief in his or her ability to perform a specific behavior to achieve an outcome. Spiritual tendency along with self efficacy predicts positive outcomes (Duggleby, Cooper & Penz, 2009), while the collective efficacy is more effective for group performance (Stajkovic & Lee, 2009). Boglera & Somech (2004); Jawahar et al (2008) and Speier & Frese (1997) supported the idea that self efficacy predicts organizational citizenship behavior as well, as it affects both task and contextual performance. These include citizenship behaviors exhibited in the form of helping a colleague with a job related problem, to general psychological support or employees’ contribution towards organization image building more commonly known as altruism, courtesy, conscientiousness and civic virtue (Bukhari, 2008). Malik, Naeem and Ali (2011) proposed spiritual intelligence as a predictor of OCB while Animasahun (2008) suggested that spiritual intelligence along with self efficacy can play its due role in critical organizational situations and enhance contextual performance.


The spillover theory (Staines, 1980) provides the theoretical support for this study as individuals do live in social structure which ensures interdependent lives specifically in collectivist Pakistani culture. Thus, the
expressions of attitudes, actions, beliefs, and activities in one domain spill over their effects to other domains. Researchers complimented the existence of spiritual intelligence with a variety of benefits and consider it impossible to keep it aside in personal and professional transaction for survival (Gani et al., 2010; Rani et al., 2013; Axtel & Parker 2003), as an individual’s work and personal lives are naturally connected. Spiritual intelligence gives birth to doctors self efficacy along with their technical credibility, which ultimately compliments their task performance as well as their organizational citizenship behavior in collectivist culture (Axtel & Parker, 2003; Duggleby et al., 2009; Jawahar et al., 2008; Animasahun, 2008). Amiri et al. (2012) highlighted that culture can create constraints or opportunities for individuals attitudes, behavior and actions in organizational settings, which ultimately moderate the existing relationships for discussion. In collectivist culture of Pakistan, doctors’ norms, values and behavior are influenced by this phenomenon, which shows its effects on their outcomes; such as task performance and organizational citizenship behavior.

According to Bandura (2001), the essence for a human being is the extent of control over the nature and quality of one’s life. There are number of factors that ensure conscious functional attitude of individuals and they ensure their existence in a broad network of social structural influences. There are transactions among them; there are products as well as producers of social systems. Social cognitive theory (Luszczynska & Schwarzer, 2005) explains direct personal interactions among individuals, their reliance on others to secure desired outcomes, and collective activity exercised through socially coordinative and interdependent efforts. This compliments an individual’s spiritual intelligence and perceived efficacy to exercise control over personal accomplishments, as well as collective growth. In addition to that the systematic layout of goal setting and its execution keeping in view the overall benefits for every stake holder in religious context ensures its strong credibility for the relationship of collectivism with this equation.

In recent years in Pakistan the focus of individual, as well as government, has been the health industry with its potential challenges. Limited literature is available where doctors’ technical and spiritual competence has been accessed previously. Present study is going to access concept of spiritual intelligence as spiritual maturity in health industry of Pakistan, as the exhibition of spiritual maturity is quite obvious by doctors in contrast to their unchallengeable technical expertise. Spiritual intelligence creates self efficacy, which ultimately helps them in managing their task performance at respective jobs, but also help them in enhancing their organizational citizenship behavior i.e., their relation with colleagues, patients and others. The moderating role of collectivist culture in this relationship is also obvious.

Present study is the first of its kind as previous literature has studied spiritual intelligence with other variables and context but not with these variables and in Pakistani context. The study, therefore, aims at contributing into the existing literature theoretically as well as contextually.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Spiritual Intelligence with task performance and OCB

Spiritual intelligence is the ninth dimension added by Gardner (1999) in his famous multiple intelligence theory (1983), concerned with the belief that there is an ultimate power that determines our destiny, which influences our attitudes and behaviors in order to achieve harmony and peace and God’s blessings. It is also considered sixth dimension of personality. There must be an integration of spirituality at all levels and stages of human life to ensure survival and sustainability of humanity (Di, 2013) and companies (Srivastave & Misra, 2012). Researchers strongly emphasized application of spiritual intelligence for peaceful and convenient life (Shah & Elahi, 2012; Moodley, 2008; Burkhart, 2006). Gotsis and Kortezi (2008) considered it prerequisite for individual and organizational success (Hicks, 2002; 2003; 2005). Spirituality has close association with an individual’s job and organizational activities (Kolodinsky, Giacalone & Jurkiewicz, 2007). Javadi, Mehrabi, Jamkhaneh & Samangooei (2012); Amram & Dryer, (2007) found it affective for working individuals in organizational settings.

Spiritual Intelligence Dimensions

i. Inner life

According to Geh (2009), it is one’s conception of his own divine power and how one uses it to live a more content life and bring his true personality to work, including his spiritual side. Ashmos and Duchons (2005), added that it reflects individual identity (a person’s view about himself) as well as social identity (his social standing) of a person. Javanmard (2012) concluded that it is a combination of an individual’s self identity as well as his attitude as a member of group or organization.

ii. Meaningful work

Individual’s involvement in their work gives more meaning to their lives (Geh 2009). Javanmard (2012)
and Ashmos & Duchons (2005) explained it as doing something more than the concept of job design, simply makes it more significant. Amram (2007) & Milliman et al. (2003) posited that in such a case, every activity is performed with a purpose.

iii. Sense of community

Individuals live their lives in connection to other human beings in the organization (Geh, 2009; Ashmos & Duchons, 2005). Spirituality was found as central to Muslims’ functioning (Patel & Shikongo 2006). Emmon (2000) proposed spirituality as a form of intelligence, which consists of a set of capacities and abilities that enable people to solve their problems and attain their goals in their everyday lives. Ciarrochi, Liacco and Deneke (2008) added that religious practices and spiritual tendency give hope and optimism to individuals, which ultimately give meaning to their life. Othman et al. (2012) posited that it is a source of work life balance e.g., personal and professional life. Spiritual intelligence helps in solving specific problems but its application in every moment exhibits greater meaning to life (Amram, 2007; Amram & Dryer, 2008).

Milliman, Czaplewski and Ferguson (2003) identified a positive association between spirituality at work and their job outcomes for individuals and organizations, which improve professional performance as well as strengthen their relationship with the organization. Hosseini, Elias, Krauss & Aishah (2010) found significant influence of spirituality on individuals’ vision, smooth functioning and adaptation, because it offers capabilities which predict its association with rational cognitive processes like goal achievement and problem resolution at both individual and organization level. Moodley (2008) posited that it improved behavior of individuals and made them beneficial members of society and organizations. Burkhart (2006) added that spirituality has been essential for effective growth and development of individuals and their task achievement. According to Javadi et al. (2012), these skills enhance their social relations and problem solving capabilities and improve their surrounding environments. Spiritual intelligence conduce the organizational environment, which ultimately ensures increased productivity. It also encourages employees to go beyond their responsibilities (Chin, Anantharaman & Tong, 2011).

Walsh, King, Jones, Tookman, & Blizard (2002) concluded that individuals’ spiritual belief strength has been an important predictor of outcomes. Physicians have been using these spiritual beliefs for traumatic treatment along with medical care and found it affective; people suffered from grief and traumas resulted from unpleasant incidents recovered faster than those with no spiritual intelligence. Probst & Strand (2010) appreciated the efficacy of spirituality and considered it a non-traditional but complementary method for treating disease, trauma, and other adverse life events by expert, but also found it effective for employees in job related challenges. Flinders & Thoresen (2008) strongly recommended the incorporation of religion and spirituality in academic course content to make individuals aware of its importance. It not only supports and reinforces their assimilation of virtues and character strengths, but also a practical component to make them learn these skills and apply them in daily life. They specifically encouraged the adaptation of these strategies by physicians in treatment of different patients.

Individuals not only contribute for their tasks but also exert effort for the wellbeing of every individual around them including employees, customers, and society (Geh, 2009; Howard & White, 2009). King and Williamson (2005) added that acceptance of religious expression at work settings by organizations and an individual is important because it has most significant influence on outcomes. Affeldt and MacDonald (2010) analyzed that effective exhibition of spiritual tendencies by health care professional brought significant association with their performance and organizational citizenship behavior.

On the basis of this literature review following hypotheses were developed:

Hypothesis 1. Spiritual intelligence significantly and positively affects doctor’s task performance

Hypothesis 2. Spiritual intelligence significantly and positively affects doctor’s organizational citizenship behavior

Self efficacy as a mediator

Self-efficacy is the belief in one’s competence to tackle difficult or novel tasks and to cope with adversity in specific demanding situations. Self-efficacy makes a difference to how people feel, think, and act in a particular situation (Bandura, 1997). It is the ultimate self confidence of an individual in his capabilities in tasks performance beyond traditional boundaries (Axtel & Parker 2003). Self efficacy is the formation of one behavior in defined domain, which enhances level of self sufficiency for goal achievement at individual and organizational level. Luszczynska, Don & Schwarzer (2005) differentiated between general self efficacy and task related self efficacy. According to them general self-efficacy is an individuals’ belief on his competence to tackle in stressful or challenging encounters; while specific self-efficacy is guarded to a particular task at hand. In context of individuals’ personality, self efficacy
can be observed in various forms, e.g. intellectual self efficacy, emotional self efficacy and volitional self efficacy are important representations of self efficacy. Maxwell (1997) highlighted that individuals with potential self efficacy influence their surroundings, they are aware of their capabilities, access self actualization, define their life accordingly and make efforts for the desired outcomes. Furthermore, he explained (2010) that self efficacy has been developed in individuals from childhood through respect and encouragement given to them by their parents and family, which is enhanced by others in later stages of life and enable individuals to show height of performance in every field.

Self efficacy is obvious with respect to job self efficacy, creative self efficacy, group self efficacy and team self efficacy, each dimension brings improvement in attitudes and behavior of employees, which enhance task performance and organizational citizenship behavior in organization. Gupta (2012) found strong correlation between spiritual intelligence and self efficacy. His findings suggested that males were more spiritually intelligent and self efficient. According to Tierney & Farmer (2002), self efficacy strengthens employee belief on their potential and creativity, which in the end ensures performance beyond the expectations. Empirical research indicated a strong and consistent linkage of self-efficacy with productive outcomes. According to Prussia, Anderson & Manz (1998), effective utilization of enhancing strategies improve self efficacy perceptions of employee and these positive perceptions of self-efficacy significantly ensured subsequent performance. Jawahar et al. (2008) added that self efficacy is strong predictor of employees’ task performance. Luszczynska et al. (2005) added that individuals possessing high self efficacy prefer to perform more challenging tasks, set higher goals, stick to them and show high task performance. Similarly, Davis, Fedor, Parsons & Herold (2000) believed that performance affects self efficacy. Gibson (2001) found a close relationship between self efficacy and effectiveness, specifically in health sector, those employees who possessed low self efficacy enhanced their level through training and their individual self efficacy in contrast to other individuals showed best group efficacy and increased performance in organizations.

According to Chen, Gully and Eden (2004) employees with belief of high self efficacy excel in organization, they realize their self worth in relation to their capabilities and their input increases their performance. Their findings suggested that general self efficacy along with specific self efficacy increased their self confidence towards organization and themselves. Axtel & Parker (2003) studied self efficacy and found it effective in organizational settings, while Duggleby et al. (2009) suggested that spiritual tendency of employees along with self efficacy gives positive outcomes. Lin, Baruch and Shih (2011) found self efficacy to be an effective mediator between other variables and performance. They added that various practices give birth to self efficacy and this output in relation to its input place speedy effects on outcomes like increased performance. Boglera (2004) observed positive influence of self efficacy on individual task performance as well as on organizational citizenship behavior.

In context of the above literature following hypotheses were developed:

Hypothesis 3. Self efficacy mediates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and employee task performance

Hypothesis 4. Self efficacy mediates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and organizational citizenship behavior

Collectivism as a moderator

Individuals define themselves in their cultural context, as values, beliefs and norms of a culture are learned by its individuals. Jurkiewicz and Giacalone (2004) suggested that there is a need to identify the moderating variables that could possibly affect the significant positive relationship of spiritual intelligence with the performance of individuals in organizations i.e. personal ethics, culture, etc. According to Moalosi (2012) in collectivist cultures individuals have a tendency towards group-orientation and hold more socially responsible attitude. Gómez, Kirkman and Shapiro (2000) found that in collectivist cultures employees are more cooperative and cohesive in their attitudes towards task performance and more committed, satisfied and trustful towards other organizational members and organizations. According to Moorman and Blakely (1995) when individuals exhibit collectivistic values or norms in work settings, they are more likely to perform citizenship behavior. They look for ways which are not related to their interest but are contributing to the welfare of the other members and organization. Employees with collectivistic orientation prefer to go beyond their task responsibilities and offer help, take initiative and exhibit organizational citizenship behavior at best. Euwema, Wendt and Emmerik (2007) examined that societal culture reflects national culture, which significantly affects organizational citizenship behavior of groups. Culture was found an affective moderating variable for
the study. Wimsatt and Gassenheimer (2000); Erdogan and Liden (2006) also highlighted the role of collectivism as moderator among various variables. Gibson (1999) identified close relationship of this cultural dimension with the performance of employees. Chen, Chen and Meindl (1998) identified that cooperation, trust, accountability, communication; goal sharing, structure of rewards and incentives are core features of collectivist culture, which significantly affect the outcomes.

Earley (1993) strongly recommended the understanding of context for analysis of employees’ performance. According to him individualist approach could not work in group context, while collectivistic approach seemed inappropriate in individual pro work environment. Furthermore, the behaviors are shaped and approved by members who in contrast strongly affect performance, while Man and Lam (2003) found different strategies with effective, prominent and promising outcomes in individualistic rather than in collectivistic teams.

Therefore, the following hypotheses are developed:

Hypothesis 5. Collectivism positively moderates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and employee performance

Hypothesis 6. Collectivism positively moderates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and organizational citizenship behavior.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

FIGURE 1
Conceptual framework for the study

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Sampling procedure and population

The current study is a cross sectional study, where unit of analysis is an individual. Health sector is focused for the exploratory study, whereas the sample size for the study is 400 and population consisted of doctors holding different positions. According to PMDC (2013) there are around 132,988 registered doctors in Pakistan, and 53,252 registered MBBS doctors only in Punjab and Federal area, out of which 28,721 are male while 24,531 are female doctors. Non-probability, snowball sampling technique was used to draw the sample; initially family doctors were contacted and asked for their cooperation, and later hospitals were visited with their reference for data collection.

Out of 400 questionnaires 313 were received back with a response rate of 78%. The respondents were dominated by males with 57%, while female respondents were about 42%, out of which 31% were single and 68% were married. 3% respondents were between 25 to 30 years old, 33% respondents were between 31 to 35 years old, 36% respondents were aged between 36-40 years, while about 29% respondents were between 41 to 50 years old. Most of the respondents were MBBS (47%), while 31% were FCPS medicine specialized and 21% were FCPS surgeon. Majority of respondents were medical officers in their respective hospitals, while 19% were senior medical officers and 20% were additional medical officers; only 11% of the respondents were principal medical officers. 21% of the doctors had more than 10 years of experience.

Instrumentation

The data were collected using survey method. Already developed questionnaires were adopted for each variable. The validated measures for the spirituality scale developed by Ashmos and Duchon (2005) was used; first 9 questions were about the doctors dealing with their community, further 7 question were about task achievement and meaning at work and last five questions were reflection of their personal attitude, self and inner life; how they consider their progress in life in that scenario. To access doctors’ self efficacy, perceived general self efficacy scale of Schwarzer & Jerusalem, (1995) used by Zarrafshani et al. (2008), for collectivism scale developed by Gaines, Marelich & Bledsoe, (1997) was used; for task performance Becker & Kernan (2003) scale used by Tuttle, Matthew D, (2009) was adopted. For OCB a scale developed by MacKenzie et al. (1994) was used; where first two questions were about altruism, next five about conscientiousness and last three questions were about civic virtue. All instruments were converted into 5-point Likert scale where “1=strongly disagree” and “5 =strongly agree” to maintain the clarity for the respondent.

RESULTS

Table (1) shows the results of correlation analysis, along with the Cronbach’s Alpha values of each variable in parenthesis, to show the reliability of the scales adopted.
Table (1) is the Pearson correlation analysis which indicates the nature of relationship among the variables, how these variables associated with each other and Cronbach’s alpha values for reliabilities. Mean and standard deviation values of all variables are also given. The tables indicates that Spiritual intelligence has a significant and positive correlation with doctor’s Task performance with a value of .411** or about 41%, while with OCB .213** or 21% association. The positive relationship shows that these variables have direct relationship between them i.e. increased spiritual intelligence attitude by doctors would increase their task performance as well as their organizational citizenship behavior. The correlation table also indicates that their task performance has negative relationship with collectivism with a correlation value of -.040 as the negative sign with the value indicates an inverse relationship i.e. the more doctors’ concerned with collective benefits they would have a lesser concern with their individual tasks and vice versa. Rests of the variables have significant positive relationship among them. The value .406** shows that the strength of association of 40% between these variables and has a direct relationship i.e. greater the doctor’s spiritual intelligence, greater will be his level of self efficacy, while for collective benefits the value is .302** or 30%.

All hypotheses were tested through separate regression analyses using Barron and Kenny (1986) method, to find empirical evidence for the assumptions. Table (2) shows the results of the regression analysis for outcomes. In Step 1 demographic variables like gender, marital status, qualification, etc were controlled to scratch their influence from the analysis, which represented a value of R² .022. In step 2, spiritual intelligence was regressed on task performance and OCB, which showed the relationship to be significant at β = .551, t (7.870), p =.000, and β = .285, t (3.840), p =.000 respectively, with overall fitness of the model, F= 10.042, p = .000 and 2.587, p=.013.
TABLE 4
Moderated Regression Analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>Predictors</th>
<th>Task Performance</th>
<th></th>
<th>OCB</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>β</td>
<td>R²</td>
<td>ΔR²</td>
<td>β</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step I</td>
<td>Control Variables</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td></td>
<td>.010</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step II</td>
<td>Spiritual Intelligence</td>
<td>.624***</td>
<td></td>
<td>.247**</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collectivism</td>
<td>-.201***</td>
<td>.217</td>
<td>.195</td>
<td>.105*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step III</td>
<td>Spiritual Intelligence × Collectivism</td>
<td>.581***</td>
<td>.246</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>-.421**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dependent variables = task performance & OCB, ***p < .001, *p < .05

The R² value .187 showed that about 18% of association between doctors’ task performance and their spiritual intelligence, while in case of OCB the value of R² = .056 showed 5% of association between spiritual intelligence capabilities and OCB. The β values showed that the 55% variation in task performance was caused by spiritual intelligence, while for OCB the sensitivity score was 28%. Thus, hypothesis hypotheses one and two were fully supported.

According to the hypotheses three and four, the above mentioned direct association is mediated by self-efficacy. It is a specified given cause that works indirectly through a more direct cause to a final effect. Self-efficacy adds to the overall variance accounted for in the model and explains how the direct relationship works. Based on a theoretical model, it was proposed that spiritual intelligence in doctors indirectly affects their task performance and OCB through the mediating cause of a general self-efficacy.

The value of R² = .022 and .010 in first step represent value of controlled demographic variables. Step 2 of the mediation model shows that the mediator controlling for the scores, is significant with β = .288, t = 4.475, p = .000 & F = 3.919 at .000 level for task performance, while for OCB beta value is β = .246, t = 3.834, p = .000, F = 2.580 with p = .013. Step 3 & 4 of the analyses revealed that, controlling for the mediator self-efficacy, scores were still significant predictor of task performance and OCB with β = .499, t = 6.502, p = .000, while F stat is 9.177 for task, similarly, β = .202, t = 2.496, p = .013, while F stat is 3.015 with p = .002 for OCB, indicating partial mediation. Therefore, self-efficacy partially mediates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and the doctor’s task performance and OCB. The model predicted that higher the doctor’s self efficacy higher will be their task performance and OCB.

Table (3) shows the results of the moderated regression analysis, to see whether collectivism moderated the relationship between use of Spiritual intelligence and Task performance & OCB. The overall model was significant, F = 10.996, p = .000. In first step value of controlled demographics represents R² value of 0.02. Next, the spiritual intelligence and culture were entered to find their score in the analysis and found R² at .217, ΔR² = .195, F stat = 10.531, p = .000; while β = .624 for spiritual intelligence and for collectivism β = -.201. The value of R² = .217 of collectivism shows strength of relationship among these variables is about 25%, while in case of OCB the sensitivity of relationship score remained 6%. And in the final step, an interaction term between spiritual intelligence scores and collectivism scores shows that it is accounted for a significant proportion of the variance in total scores with β = .581, R² = .246, ΔR² = .029, p = .001.

The value of R² at .246 shows the relationship when in contrast with spiritual intelligence for task performance. ΔR² = .029 shows that change in original R square is about 2%.

In case of OCB the results showed that it was accounted for a significant proportion of the variance in total scores with control variable R² = .010, β of spiritual intelligence = .247, p = .00 and for collectivism β = .105, R² = .064, ΔR² = .054. The interactional term showed β = .421, R² = .080, ΔR² = .016. The current model was consistent with the hypotheses five and six that collectivist culture of Pakistan positively moderates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and doctors’ task performance, as well as between spiritual intelligence and OCB. Thus, the high collectivism scores indicated an increased potential of spiritual intelligence, which is complementing their task performance as well as OCB. Therefore, the existence of spiritual intelligence and a collectivist tendency in Pakistani doctors significantly enhances their task performance as well as OCB.
DISCUSSION

This study was conducted to uncover the expression of spiritual intelligence exercised by individual doctors at their duties. The results indicated that task performance and OCB are explained by spiritual intelligence and there is positive relationship between doctor’s spiritual intelligence and their task performance. The results are consistent with previous studies (Hanafai, 2010), where same relationship was found affective. Positive relationship was found between spiritual intelligence and OCB; results are aligned with Geh (2009) findings. Values also reflect that self efficacy is the possible outcome of spiritual intelligence, which further affects doctors’ task performance and their OCB. Spiritual intelligence optimized doctors’ self efficacy capability; feelings of self sufficiency and self reliance not only improved their task performance but also enhanced their role of civic virtue, their potential of conscientiousness and affectivity in form of altruism. The empirical results support the hypotheses and also showed that culture significantly moderates the relationship between spiritual intelligence and task performance in a positive way. While, in case of relationship between spiritual intelligence and OCB, collectivist culture has mixed influence, whereas, with contrast of spiritual intelligence its combined effect remained positive.

Based on Barron and Kenny (1986) method, it has been empirically proven that the relationship between spiritual intelligence and task performance, as well as OCB is significant and stronger as indirect relationship; although, self efficacy does partially mediate the relationship. Because the path analysis showed that it remained affective till third step and could not worked at last step, thus the mediating hypotheses three and four were partially accepted. The overall results indicate that the hypothesized model has achieved model fitness and the hypotheses were supported.

The empirical findings also proved that doctors in Pakistan willingly exhibit high level of spiritual intelligence, which is an expression of their spiritual maturity at individual and organizational level. Furthermore, the findings proved that self efficacy is not the only product of spiritual intelligence; there are multiple outcomes of this single phenomenon. Thus, self efficacy could not fully mediate this relationship. In addition, findings also suggest that due to increased influence of globalization and media, Pakistani society is moving from collectivistic culture to individualistic culture, the mixed expression of attitude.

Culture plays a significant role among existing relationships. In case of task performance, collectivism has a negative impact while in existence of spiritual intelligence, whereas combined effect remained positive and employees also focused on their task. However, in case of the relationship between spiritual intelligence and OCB, collectivism played a positive role, but on the other hand, with spiritual intelligence the negative sign showed that freedom of expression and individual spiritual tendencies are now influenced by culture. Media has reduced its spiritual extreme expression and now moderated level spiritual expression forces individuals for a bounded expression of OCB.

The present study seems to be a possible extension of Hashim’s (2013) work on spirituality in which he specifically recommended that spirituality must be studied with OCB in different culture to find out its role. Essentially, in Pakistan doctors consider themselves morally obliged to work for the welfare of their countrymen and help them to reduce their sufferings, they posses spiritual intelligence and express their inner self, their sense of community, emphasis on meaningful work from their side and show improved individuals task performance as well as OCB for collective benefits. The findings of this study also compliment the the Ashmos and Duchons (2005) findings with similar construct. In specific culture, individual values and attitudes are shaped by their spiritual beliefs. Use of spiritual intelligence reflects their spiritual maturity in changing scenarios where situations are unpredictable for both the doctors and their patients. In chaos or certainty, a doctor’s self efficacy along with his technical expertise is believed to have an important impact on many attitudes and behaviors. It not only makes him/her a better performer in this job, but also an excellent member of his organization and a better citizen of his country as well. This sense of responsibility and self reliance brings maturity in their actions and proceedings.

CONCLUSION

Religiosity and spirituality are undeniable and significant parts of every individual’s personality in Pakistan. Their inner self moves along with actual work activities and makes their job meaningful, while welfare of the community is their ultimate choice with vigorous actions. This religious and spiritual dimension remained dominant for decades. The enhanced collectivism has numerous benefits; now mixed culture is also being experienced by countrymen with both individualistic and collectivistic tendencies. Furthermore, spiritual intelligence enhances self efficacy, which further influences task performance and OCB, while collectivistic culture significantly performs its due role.

The results of this research have important implications and limitations. The findings imply that doctors as employees express spiritual maturity and self efficacy and this self efficacy is responsible for
their improved task performance and OCB. Moreover, the collectivist culture discourages focus on individual benefits and promotes collective welfare. Results proved that Pakistani doctors are concerned with their OCB as well as their individual task but increased emphasis on moderate expression of religiosity and spirituality bounds them to exhibit controlled attitude and behavior. Secondly, there is shift in culture from collectivist to individualist thus it also emphasizes on bounded expression of spiritual maturity for OCB to maintain a balance in a country, where people of different religions and spiritual tendencies have equal rights and freedom of expression. There is a need to further study the role of mix culture in country and assess its multiple dimensions.

As scores come up with variation as expected by the researcher, the study may also have implications for other researchers, practitioners, and scholars in health sector. The findings of this study may provide hospitals’ management with a rationale for designing and implementing programs for spiritual grooming so that they may find ways to enhance doctors’ spiritual capabilities. It is important to notify that the contextual and cultural factors which have influence on spiritual expression are different in different organizations.

**Limitations**

The study has few limitations, although the sample size was large enough to generalize assumptions and findings to other work settings, yet results need to be interpreted with caution. Secondly, application of the measures originally designed in other cultures to the Pakistani sample is debatable because of variation in perceptions and conceptions make difference, despite having sufficient reliabilities and acceptable model fitness. Pakistani doctors have their own and unique perceptions and application of spiritual intelligence that are for sure different from those constructed in the Western and other cultures to some extent. Thirdly, the respondent filled questionnaire on the basis of their perception and understanding about them, there is chance of error.

**Recommendations**

After the extensive work the researcher has few recommendations. Firstly, the spiritual intelligence or spiritual maturity must be expressed by the doctors with positive expectations to enhance task as well as OCB. Secondly, training programs need to be organized by hospitals for both doctors and patients, to ensure its real existence and implementations.

**Future Research Directions**

For future researches the researchers need to assess effects of spiritual intelligence in relation with other variables, like impression management and integrity in Pakistani culture. It would produce more interesting results across cultures. There is a strong need of spiritual maturity by individuals in organizations; assignments can be given to policy makers, practitioners and future researchers to work on this issue. The study can also be episodic and longitudinal to get better results and confirm maturity and progress of behavioral changes.

At the end the author is strongly in favor of spiritual intelligence expression by doctors and other professionals for positive outstanding outcomes as in Pakistani context religion and spirituality are dominant factors, people are spiritually mature but there is strong need to differentiate between these two keeping in mind that there is no alternative for spirituality.
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